
Daily Social
DistancingJournal

What is one positive thing that happened yesterday?
 

Who will I check in on and connect with today?
 

How will I exercise and challenge my mind and body today?
 

How will I get outside today?
 

What expectations of normal can I let go of today?
 

What beauty am I either creating, cultivating, or inviting in today?
 

Rewire your brain to find joy by journaling about
the positive moments and setting optimistic goals.

Journal modified from one  created by 
Brooke Anderson @movementphotographer
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How to...

Start the day with a positive quote,
memory, or affirmation.

 
Focus on the good things in your life,

however small.
 

Turn failures into learning opportunities.
 

Identify negative self-talk and replace
those messages with positive ones.

 
Focus on the present. Don't worry about

yesterday or tomorrow.
 

Find positive friends and family members
to connect with routinely.

FIND THE POSITIVE

Once you identify your positive return to that
thought if you get anxious throughout your day.



How to...

Write a list of  friends and family members to
connect with regularly.

 
Try connecting through phone calls and

video calls for a deeper sense of connection.
Make calendar appointments to help you

routinely connect.
 

Identify friends/family who are uplifting
during hard times. Let them know you might

need to reach out. 
 

If things get to be too much and you need
professional help for anxiety, text "HOME"
to 741741 to speak with a crisis counselor. 

CHECK IN AND CONNECT

We are stronger together. Social connections
can offer emotional support, give a new
perspective, and help validate feelings.



How to...

Go for a walk! Stay in the moment and focus
on the beauty you see in nature.

 
Do the Brain Gym® exercise, PACE. You can
do this seated or in standing. Try doing the

cross-crawl to music for a cardio burst!
 

Explore meditation and yoga videos on the
LoveYourBrain website.

 
Turn on some music and dance! Hold canned

goods in your hands for a little extra
weighted challenge. 

 

EXERCISE THE BODY AND MIND

Exercise causes the brain to release feel-good
chemicals called endorphins throughout the body
to help improve your mood and to help you relax.



PACE Exercises
BRAIN GYM®

Energize the mind and body by drinking water. 
Calm the body by pressing your brain buttons (under the
collar button and belly)
Activate the mind with the cross crawl! Alternate touching
opposite arm to opposite knee/leg. (Have fun with it and do
it to the rhythm of your favorite song!)
Positive calming energy with hookups. Cross arms and legs
or simply give yourself a hug.

Warm-up the body and mind with this exercise:
 
1.
2.

3.

4.



How to...

Play with your pet outside.
 

Go for a walk! Stay in the moment and focus
on the beauty you see in nature.

 
Sit by the window or sit outside while you

write in your journal or read a book.
 

Plan a gardening project. 
 

Sit in the sunshine and practice deep
breathing exercises. 

 
*Remember to practice your social distancing

and stay at least 6 feet away from others.

GET OUTSIDE SAFELY

Being outdoors can boost your energy, reduce
stress, improves your mental health, and it can. 

improve your physical health. 



Exhale forcefully through
your mouth, pursing your

lips for 8 seconds

4-7-8 Breathing
THE RELAXING BREATH

There are many potential benefits for relaxation
breathing including decreased fatigue, reduced

anxiety, and better stress management.
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Repeat the cycle up to 4 times



How to...

Live in the moment and enjoy the simple
things you can do each day.

 
Remember this moment is a phase in time.

When things get difficult remember that this
will pass.

 
Change your perspective. Instead of looking
at what you can't do, find the opportunities

that you do have in this moment.
 

What positive new routines can you develop
at this time? Make a new schedule that

includes tasks you find meaningful.

RELAX NORMAL EXPECTATIONS

Remember, we can never be in complete control
of what happens to us, we can only control how

we choose to respond to the situation.



Daily Schedule
CREATE A NEW SCHEDULE

Write out a daily schedule including the following items: 
meal times, meal planning, medication times, exercise, quiet

time/rest, chores, social connection, and fun hobbies.

8:00
9:00

8:00

10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00



 
 

What if you thought of it
as the Jews consider the Sabbath—

the most sacred of times?
Cease from travel.

Cease from buying and selling.
Give up, just for now,

on trying to make the world
different than it is.

Sing. Pray. Touch only those
to whom you commit your life.

Center down.
And when your body has become still,

reach out with your heart.
Know that we are connected

in ways that are terrifying and beautiful.
(You could hardly deny it now.)

Know that our lives
are in one another’s hands.

(Surely, that has come clear.)
Do not reach out your hands.

Reach out your heart.
Reach out your words.

Reach out all the tendrils
of compassion that move, invisibly,

where we cannot touch.
Promise this world your love--

for better or for worse,
in sickness and in health,

so long as we all shall live.

Pandemic
BY: LYNN UNGAR 3/11/20



How to...

Learn a new hobby such as:
-Painting through YouTube tutorials

-Journaling about your day
-Research and plant a garden

-Try a new yoga video
-Explore cooking new recipes

-Learn a new instrument from an online tutorial
 

Practice random acts of kindness:
-Send a thank-you email to a friend

-Practice loving kindness towards yourself
-Call and check in on a friend

-Post a positive message on social media
-Plan a phone date with someone who lives alone

 
 
 

CULTIVATE BEAUTY

Find ways to create something new or bring joy
into another person's life. Now is a great time to
develop a new hobby or connect with others in a

meaningful way.



Discover a new interest

Gardening/Yard Work

Sewing/Needle Work

Card Games

Learning a Language

Online Church

Radio

Walking

Car Repair

Writing

Dancing

Puzzles

Pets/Animals

Movies

 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN...

Music

Reading

Politics

Singing

Bird Watching

Home Repairs

Exercise

Woodworking

Cooking/Baking

History

Leatherwork

Photography

Painting/Drawing
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